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Educational methods have always been subject to change. This mostly happened because research showed that existing methods were not successful. It may also happen that a change within society brings teaching opportunities to the surface. This is what happened during the last decade, when the World Wide Web became part of everyday life. The Web has given educators many tools to work with. Information is much more accessible when teaching subjects such as history, the arts, literature etc. Furthermore, the Web offers language educators several teaching tools. Language educators can, for example, make use of chat boxes, weblogs and online fora, for acquiring productive skills, yet receptive skills can also be practised by reading online, listening to audio material and watching video material on pages such as youtube.com.
           Yet, using these tools in the language classroom will not guarantee any success in language acquisition. It is very important that teachers implement these tools in a clearly structured task, to make sure that students can efficiently make use of the Web and do not experience navigational problems. One teaching method which makes use of the Web is called a WebQuest. A WebQuest is a learning activity done online and was invented by Bernie Dodge and Tom March in 1995 at San Diego State University. When doing a WebQuest students visit a Web page which presents them with tasks about a certain topic. The task will ask learners to read and use information they draw from the World Wide Web. Since 1995 tens of thousands of educators all around the world have embraced the Webquest method and nowadays use it in their teaching.
 	Educators are often keen to learn about new their teaching methods, especially when they have been teaching for many years and want to break their routine. Yet, for educators it can be quite a challenge to start using WebQuests, since using WebQuests does ask for some technological skills. Educators who do have some technological skills, or even know how to build their own web pages, may still experience problems when implementing this teaching method into the language classroom. There are some complexities that come along with this program. Issues such as finding WebQuests, evaluating WebQuests and time management have to be dealt with. Still, when these skills are acquired, using Webquests is well worth the effort.
            This guideline helps language educators with implementing the Webquest method into their language classroom. This guideline focuses on WebQuests for language educators, especially on teachers of English, and will propose how WebQuests can help in the process of second language acquisition. First, the WebQuests concept and the theory supporting this teaching method will be discussed. Thereupon, the focus will be on Language Quests, which are Webquests designed for second language acquisition. Theory by Westhoff on task-oriented teaching methods and Webquests and a study done by Ikpeze and Boyd on electronic literacy skills will be dealt with. The latter emphasises the importance of acquiring such skills in a time where the World Wide Web is such a fundamental aspect of everyday life.
Secondly, the guideline will present some suggestions for the implementation of Language Quests into the language classroom and solutions to common obstacles educators struggle with. Also I will provide ways to evaluate existing Language Quests and suggestions for Language Quests that I have found to be of good quality. 
Thirdly, the guideline will provide advice and a list of useful tools available online, such as templates, for educators who would like to design their own Language Quests.
Lastly, the guideline will present several English language Quests that can be used by teachers of English. These Language Quests have been designed based on the theory and criteria that is also discussed in this guideline.




















In 1995 Bernie Dodge and Tom March came up with the idea of integrating the use of the Web in classroom activities by employing Webquests. Together Dodge and March designed Webquests where students are supposed to perform authentic tasks with help of information that is drawn from the Internet. By engaging in inquiry-oriented activities the student will develop critical thinking skills as well as electronic literacy skills. March argues that internet-based activities are not necessarily PRIVATE "TYPE=PICT;ALT="Webquests, as in real Webquests “the
newly acquired information undergoes an 
important transformation within learners 
themselves.’ The application of learning 
strategies differentiates Webquests 
from activities that are merely web-based. 
March argues that Webquest should have a 
scaffolded learning structure. Scaffolding lies 
at the heart of the Webquest model, which 
provides students with a temporary framework 
to support student performance. March argues 
that “if you want novices to perform at expert 





Webquests are inquiry-based, on-line learning activities carried out by students with help of the information that comes from the World Wide Web. The WebQuest itself is presented online and can focus on any school subject. When working on a WebQuest the student is expected to follow instructions given in the Quest and gather information from the sources that are presented in the WebQuest. Mostly, these will be online sources like WebPages.
            There are two types of Webquests, varying in duration and depth of treatment of the material. The first is short-term, of about 2-3 lessons, and merely focuses on knowledge acquisition and integrating some specific skills. The second is long-term, which takes from 4-12 weeks, and requires extending knowledge acquisition and developing complex thinking skills through analysing, synthesising, creating, and transforming information.
             WebQuests can provide students with several kinds of tasks, such as doing research, solving a problem or making a product. Students may, for example, be asked to come up with a design for a new building and choose an architectural style for their design. Students can then be asked to visit webpages that give information about this typical style and use the information for their design. This would be an example of a WebQuest for the Arts. 




















































































Webquests are projects that draw on information and communication resources on the Internet. The design of the Webquest is based on principles of Constructivism. In Consctructivist Theory the role of students as primary agents of learning is emphasised. Jean Piaget suggested that knowledge is constructed by the experiences of the individual. This knowledge is constructed through processes of accommodation and assimilation. When an individual assimilates they reframe the experience to fit their mental representation. With accommodation the mental representation is reframed to fit new experiences. Here, Piaget holds, failure leads to learning. 
            Constructivist Theory from an educational point of view holds that in education the responsibility of learning lies with the learner. Too often it is the educator who is active and the learner becomes merely receptive, thus passive. Because individuals learn from their experiences, they will construct their own meaning when performing a task. Therefore, it is essential to stimulate active learning, as it provides learners with opportunities to look for meaning and construct their own understanding. Bauersfeld argues that instructors should merely adapt to the role of facilitators who help the learner to gain their own understanding of the learning objective. Educators should rather support than teach, and should create a learning environment in which students can draw their own conclusions. 
Constructivist theory claims that students benefit most from working on assignments that give them ownership of the problem and solution process. Webquests are of great value here, as they provide learners with inquiry-oriented tasks which help them acquire critical thinking skills. When learners engage in authentic tasks they can apply their knowledge and come to their own understanding. This authentic or situated learning makes a task relevant to learners and therefore effective. Webquests contain such authentic tasks and are therefore an effective teaching method. Tom March, who developed the Webquest concept with Dodge, argues that “in a real Webquest information undergoes an important transformation within learners themselves.” According to March the Web provides educators with an endless stream of meaningful resources, yet should only be used when it adds to the learning experience. When a learner is provided with rich, contemporary and contextualised resources this will contribute to the task. Webquests should provide learners with open-ended questions that motivate and challenge learners. As March argues “Open-ended questions activate students’ prior knowledge and create a personal curiosity that inspires investigation and brings about a more robust understanding of the material.” These three R’s, rich, real and relevant, are what makes a valuable Webquest.
3.1 Language Quests: Language Quests

Webquests that are used for second language acquisition, also called Language Quests, can be of great value in the language classroom. The first Webquests were mainly designed for subjects that focused on knowledge acquisition, such as history and geography. Language Quests were, and still are, underrepresented among existing Webquests. Nevertheless, the incorporation of the Web into the classroom does require certain language skills, especially since a large number of web pages are in English. By working on Language Quests students practise their language skills in an authentic setting and simultaneously acquire electronic literacy skills. 
               Given that Webquests were not specifically designed for language acquisition, but do have certain properties which stimulate language learning, the Dutch Ministry of Education set up a project called ‘Talenquest’. The Talenquest project, ‘talen’ is Dutch for ‘languages’, is based on current developments in education. The last two decades, focus in education lies on learner centredness, which can also be described as situated and active learning. Additionally, the Webquest concept correlates well with current views in SLA and MFL pedagogy. Koenraad explains that the under-representation of Language-based Webquests is “probably due to the fact that modern languages have a marginal position in American school curricula.” Since most Webquests were made in the United States, the amount of Language Quests is scarce. 











3.2 Language Quests: SLA and Language Quests

Though Webquests may rarely be used in the language classroom, the design of a Webquest can be of great value when acquiring language skills. Current views on language learning all emphasise the importance of learning activity. From a Constructivist point of view this holds that the L2 learner has ownership of what is being learned. Educators may be somewhat sceptic of not being in charge of the learning objective, yet giving the L2 learner freedom to come to their own understanding of the target language will contribute to the language acquisition process. 
             Gerard Westhoff, professor in second language education, designed a ‘scale of five’ about effective language learning, which contains five components which attribute to effective language learning. These components are:


1.	An extensive exposure to input
2. Input treated with focus on content






The first part of the scale, extensive exposure to input, speaks for itself. L2 learners should be exposed to as much input as possible. Yet, it is essential that this input is authentic, functional and attractive. This ‘rich’ input should be of ‘i + 1’, which means that the level of input should always be one level above the learner’s Interlanguage. Secondly, the learner should focus on meaning. This will come about when the input has to be comprehended in order to perform a specific task. In meaningful learning activities the learner is required to process the input if he wants to carry on with the task. 
             The learner’s attention should also be drawn to form aspects such as syntax and grammar. Westhoff argues that “students who also studied grammar had a better progress in language acquisition and eventually came to a higher level of acquisition” (50). Focus on form should preferably occur naturally, for example during the production phase. The fourth part of the scale is that of ‘pushed output’ which holds that L2 Learners should practise their productive skills by producing output. Preferably this output is meaning-oriented, as only this output will lead to meaningful communication. Pushed Output is essential in second language acquisition, as it is during this phase that focus on meaning and focus on form will come together, which leads to meaningful language learning. Lastly, Westhoff argues that a language learner will also have to acquire compensatory strategies and learning strategies, where learners will learn to reflect and ‘learn to learn.’
Westhoff holds that L2 learners benefit most from working on real-life tasks that are meaning-oriented, purposeful and connect with the prior knowledge of the student. Tasks in printed schoolbooks do not often have these qualities, which is why educators might also want to make use of Webquests . Webquests contain real-life task that are meaning-oriented, while also requiring learners to focus on form as they are supposed to work on a product. Because the learners designs a product while having a certain amount of freedom they will automatically be devoted to their project and consequently connect to their prior knowledge. The mayor advantage of working with Webquests is that learners will have their own understanding of the learning objective and will therefore enhance their language skills.
            According to Westhoff the World Wide Web offers many options to put the 'scale of 5' into practice. Westhoff argues that the “WWW greatens the options to approach every students individual ‘ i +1’” (92) and that “E-mail and chat facilities make interactive output easier to organise” (94). Still, Westhoff also states that language tasks should be of a certain quality to be successful. He argues that (online) tasks should have the following properties:

1.Attractiveness of the task
2. Features and schematics
3. The more features, the better
4. Realistic, informative and functional tasks

Westhoff argues that an attractive tasks will motivate students and grab their attention and whereby their focus will increase. The Web offers many opportunities to make tasks more attractive, for example by making use of pictures, video, audio or flash. 
The importance of features and schematics, according to Westhoff, lies in the fact that the human brain does not store knowledge in complete entities but merely in a mental structure of qualities. These structures can be called schematics or associative networks and consist of different units, also called features. These features can be seen as qualities, attributes or categories. Westhoff explains that the word flower has the morphological feature ‘plural –s’, but the semantic feature ‘part of a plant, coloured, smells nice.’ Effective tasks make use of such schematics and features. Also the frequency of combinations made by the brain has an effect on the acquisition of a piece of knowledge. Westhoff argues that tasks should contain multiple features, preferably of different categories. A task of good quality therefore will approach language, for example, grammatically and semantically. Lastly, Westhoff argues that tasks have to be realistic, informative and functional in order to make as much combinations of features as possible. He argues that effective tasks should, for example, combine the pragmatic with the semantic, or the informative with the functional.





















3.3 Language Quests: Electronic Literacy

The World Wide Web has become a fundamental aspect of everyday life. Product information, timetables, weather forecasts and news are all available online, not to mention communication that has been influenced by e-mail, chatting and personal profile pages. Likewise the Web has become indispensable when it comes to education and research. In education the Web has become the mayor source students use to gather information. Two decades ago students used the library for articles and books, whereas now they gather their information online and have access to multiple sources from all around the world. A frequently heard complaint by educators is that students often extract invalid information from unreliable sources that has not been published in books. As any person can post information on the Web, students may use invalid sources and base their conclusions on false facts. Educators can prevent this by using Webquest that contain resources that have been carefully selected by the designer. Yet, it is crucial that educators not only provide their students with reliable sources but also teach them how to evaluate sources themselves.
             As a result of the non-linear structure of the Web students need certain skills to carry out tasks that use online sources. Ikpeze and Boyd claim that the enormous amount of information available online asks for certain literacy skills. To them “this has prompted calls for literacy educators to pay attention not only to the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing but also to other areas of literacy such as using information from text and responding thoughtfully and critically to it”(22). A new form of literacy is called for, as students will not only have to acquire reading skills, but also need to learn how to obtain valid information in an efficient manner.
 	Using the Web asks for certain complex reading and thinking skills. One of the major problems of using the Web is the information overload experienced by learners, which eventually leads to navigational disorientation. Ikpeze and Boyd explain that “the non-linear hypertext environment of the Internet means that information is sometimes unorganised” (129) and that this “places significant cognitive demands on learners to make appropriate connections between concepts” (131). WebQuests can be of great value if teachers want their students to acquire these literacy skills. WebQuests guide students through the process of using the Internet and present students with cognitive tools that will help them practise their complex thinking skills. Moreover, Ikpeze and Boyd  argue that Webquests “can be used not only for content learning but also to conduct research in an authentic problem-solving environment”(64). 
             Ikpeze and Boyd conducted a study on the efficiency of WebQuests and found that carefully made WebQuests can facilitate thoughtful literacy. They found that multiple tasks in a WebQuest “provide opportunities for collaboration, thoughtful connections, and critical reading” (268). Multiple tasks motivate students, increase their searching skills and enhance their electronic reading skills. Ikpeze and Boyd also emphasised the challenges that arise with learning in a Web environment. Ikpeze and Boyd found that learners often experienced navigational problems, problems with comprehending multimedia and information overload. Navigational problems arose when students, for example, clicked the wrong link or could not locate information. Students also complained about the amount of information on some WebPages. Students had to be taught to chunk, skim, and to scan for information when reading online. Another major challenge Ikpeze and Boyd found was distractibility. Students were frequently distracted by animations and music on websites, but also grabbed the opportunity to check their e-mail or engage in some online gaming.












4.1 Using language Quests: Implementing Language Quests

Though many educators have embraced the Webquest method, educators who employ Webquests for the first time may come across certain obstacles. Common complaints among educators are:

	No facilities or facilities of bad quality
	Integrating Webquests into the curriculum/programme
	Students’ distractibility
	Information overload and navigational problems
	Quality of sources

No facilities or facilities of bad quality: 

Webquests require that students are able to work on computers that have Internet access, which is often found the biggest disadvantage of the Webquest method since most schools do not have these facilities. Schools may have one or two computer labs, yet these are mostly used for teaching computer science. Also, slow Internet access speed limits the time students can spend looking at material. Especially accessing audio and video material is found problematic, since schools often have restrictions on certain websites or firewalls against downloading audio or video. 






Integrating Webquests into the curriculum/educational programme:





A frequently heard complaint is that students are often distracted when working with a computer and merely spending time checking their e-mail or playing games. It is important to monitor what students are working on. Computer labs regularly have a computer for teachers on which they can monitor all other computer activity. Educators may also ask students to keep a log in which they describe what pages they have visited and what tasks they have performed. More importantly, educators should remind themselves that students are often devoted to a task when they are allowed a certain amount of freedom. Students will be involved with the project because they are allowed to work with a computer, then secretly checking your e-mail should also be overlooked. 

Information overload and navigational problems:

If students have no experience with Webquests it is essential that educators familiarise their students with WebQuests, since students may be overwhelmed by the information overload. Educators should introduce the WebQuest concept and show an example of a WebQuest. Each subpart of the Webquest should be clarified to the student, especially the evaluation sheet, since that page contains the criteria of the Webquest. Above all, educators should emphasise that students can always shift back and forth between the different pages of the Webquest. 
	Students may be overwhelmed by the amount of text on the websites they have to visit, especially when this information is written in the target language. Educators should always attempt to include webpages that are not poorly structured, yet students also need to practise with reading non-lineair texts so they acquire electronic literacy skills. Therefore, educators should rather guide students and teach them skills such as skimming and scanning, than provide them with unnatural electronic sources. 

Quality of sources: 






















4.2 Using Language Quests: Evaluating Language Quests

Perkins and McKnight argue that educators should assess Language Quests before putting them into practice, otherwise they may become dissatisfied with the learning effect of the Quest. Sox and Rubinstein-Avilla designed a rubric to “identity Webquests features that are especially beneficial for ELLs and point out features that may hamper ELLs’comprehension.”
Their rubric focuses on three major elements of Webquests. 
             Firstly, the linguistic features ought be clear and concise as language learners will need to comprehend the assignment. To Sox and Rubinstein-Avilla this means that:

	sentence structures must consistently contain simple tenses and concise language
	the use of Colloquial language and phrasal verbs should be prevented
	instructions should be clear

              Secondly, Sox and Rubinstein-Avilla argue that the use of multimedia features makes  content information more comprehensible to language learners. A webquest with multimedia features of good quality is one where:

	visuals help the learner in understanding instructions and directions
	the information is presented multi-modally
	websites that are being used represent multiple perspectives and are from different sources
	first language support, such as bilingual dictionaries, are part of the resources page

         Lastly, Sox and Rubinstein-Avilla emphasise the importance of the organisational features of Webquests. In a clearly structured Webquest:

	the readers focus lies on key aspects that stand out with help of font formatting
	Sources are also provided on the process page, preferably throughout the step of the process
	Information is chunked by the use of paragraphs

Sox and Rubenstein-Avilla designed a rubric to be used “alongside existing rubrics suggested by Dodge and March.” March and Dodge designed their rubrics for Webquests in general, yet Sox and Rubenstein-Avilla designed a rubric for assessing Language Quests. Language instructors may want to use both rubrics for evaluating Language Quests. Educators may also want to visit the Website of Talenquest, where they can test their Language Quest and will see how much their Webquest scores on its critical attributes, effectiveness and assessment.







Figure 4.2 Rubric March (2000)

















4.3 Language Quests: Finding Language Quest

The following list offers Language Quests that have been assessed with the Talenquest meetlat. These Language Quests also contain linguistic, multimedia and organisational features of good quality. Above all, these Language Quests do not place high technological demands on educators

Figure 4.3.1 Suggested English Language Quests
Websites	Content
<http://www.intechno.nl/webquest/ index_files/fream.htm/>	In this Webquest students make a videoclip about Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream.
<http://www.feo.hvu.nl/koen2/ Tqhotel/index.htm/>	In this Webquest students analyse the website of a hotel and present their findings to the webmaster.
<http://download.cep.nl/download/ talencentrum/engels/leerarragementegels/ index-l.htm/> 	In this Webquest for advanced students, students are asked to write a research proposal about: whether the BBC Website is indeed such the resourceful tool for educational projects as it claims to be.










5.1 Designing Language Quests: Guideline

Language instructors with good technological skills are also capable of designing their own Language Quests. The major advantage of designing a Language Quest is that any topic can be selected for the Language Quest and the Quest can therefore easily be integrated into the curriculum. Yet, creating Language Quests can be rather complex and instructors may encounter several obstacles. The following guideline may help instructors to overcome these obstacles and assist them in the creation process.

Getting started: 
At the beginning of the creation process designers should first ask themselves the following questions:

	What is the goal of my Webquest? What do I want students to learn?
	Does the web-based nature of the task add to its value?
	Will the task be performed in a group or individually?
	Will this be a long or a short term Webquest? 

Bernie Dodge emphasises that designing a Webquest is a time consuming process and should be worth the effort. He proposes that teachers ask themselves these questions:

	Is the Topic curricularly worth the time and effort needed to build this WebQuest? 
	Is the level of potential student cognition worth the effort? 
	Is a WebQuest the right strategy? 
	Are you excited by the available resources (both online and local)? 
	Does the Web offer so much that its use is warranted? 
	Does the Quest ask for something that people in the real world find important? 
	Is the answer to the question open to interpretation / argument / hypothesis? 

The task itself:
These questions being answered, the task itself can be designed. Preferably, instructors commence with selecting a topic for their Webquest and combine this with a product, as a Webquest should always evolve around an authentic task. Educators may want to follow these step-by-step instructions.

	Select a topic for your Webquest

Coming up with a topic for a Webquest can be rather challenging. March has designed an ‘Idea Machine,’ for those instructors who are at a loss, which can be found on his webpage: <http://tommarch.com/learning/idea_machine.php (​http:​/​​/​tommarch.com​/​learning​/​idea_machine.php​)/>

	Select a product for your Webquest
	Design the tasks. Ensure that these tasks stimulate higher order thinking and thoughtful literacy skills

Dodge argues that educators can choose from several types of tasks. In his “Webquest Taskonomy:  A Taxonomy of Tasks” he describes twelve common task formats educators can choose from (figure 5.1.1)

Figure 5.1.1 Dodge’s Taxonomy of Tasks
Task Formats	Task formulation	Characteristics
Retelling tasks	Students demonstrate that they have understood the information they have encountered. 	Student make a report that has a different format and wording than what has been read. Students have a certain amount of freedom as to what they report and how to organise their findings.Students practise their skills of summarising, distilling, and elaborating. 
Compilation tasks	Students compile information from different sources and put this in a common format.	Students use information resources that come in different formats, and rewrite or reformat these to create the compilation.Students’ products will be evaluated based on whether the organisation is consistent and reasonable.students develop their own criteria for the selection process. 
Mystery tasks	Students solve a puzzle that has to be answered by absorbing information from web pages.	Students use information from multiple sources.Students make inferences and generalisations about several sources and put this information together.Students learn to eliminate likely answers which fall apart after examining these more thoroughly. 
Journalistic tasks	Students gather facts and organise them and write a news item. Students will have to focus on being accurate when writing a news item.	Students learn to be accurate using multiple acounts of events.Students broaden their understanding by examining different opinions of a subject.Students deepen their understanding by looking at background material.Students learn to examine their own biases and try to limit the effect it has on their writing.
Design tasks	Learners create a product or plan of action within specified constraints.	Students describe a product that in reality is needed by someone.Students describes the constraints they face while designing the product.Students are encouraged to be creative within the constraints.
Creative Product tasks	Students produce something within a given format. They are given certain constraints.	Students produce something within certain constraints. Their product may, for example, have to be in cohesion with a certain artistic style or use the conventions of a certain format. 
Consensus building tasks	students learn to consider and articulate differing viewpoints.	Students take on different perspectives by studying a variety of resources.Students base their perspective on authentic opinions exisiting in the real world. 
Persuasion tasks	Students work on convincing an external audience of a specific point of view.	Persuasion tasks can be combined with consensus building tasks. Students try to convince an audience that is neutral or apathetic. 
Self-knowledge tasks	Hear students will develop a greater understanding of themselves. 	Suggestions: Students develop a career plan.Students give expression to their personal taste in art and literature.Students discuss ethical and moral issues.
Analytical tasks	Students analyse similarities and differences between several concepts. 	Students analyse the implications of what has been found. Students speculate what the differences and similarities mean.
Judgement tasks	Learners are asked to rank or rate a number of items.	Students evaluate the items by using a rubric.Students may also create their own criteria for evaluation. 
Scientific tasks	Students are provided with scientific methods and learn how to work with them.	Based on understanding of background information students make hypothesesStudents test the hypotheses by gathering dataStudents describe in a scientific report whether the hypotheses were supported.


Finding sources on the Web:
The most time consuming step in designing Webquest is that of finding appropriate websites for the sources page. Instructors ought to ensure the sources have certain qualities. Instructor should pay attention to the following:

	Make sure that the content on the websites is i + 1.
	Select sources that are rich and authentic.
	Select sources that are well-structured so the student will not experience navigational problems.
	Use sources that also contain audio and video material.






The authenticity of a task will increase if student have the opportunity to get real-life feedback This feedback is available because of the nature of the Web. March argues that “the real power of the Web is that behind every Web page is at least one real person. And they are usually pretty passionate or they wouldn't be posting a Web page. So try "looking behind" Web pages.” March proposes that students may send e-mails to webmasters, contact experts through list services and newsgroups and post questions on online fora. Yet, March also admits that the safest option to get feedback is to “hook up with another school or classroom.”

Designing the Evaluation Rubric:
Students that work on open tasks need to be given an overview of the criteria their product should meet. Educators may provide students with an evaluation rubric, with which students can evaluate their performance. Preferably, students have a look at this rubric before commencing with the task so they know which standard their work has to meet and what their teacher will focus on when evaluating their work.
Educators may want to adapt existing rubrics, as there are several existing rubrics which may already be useful or need little alteration. The web also offers several rubric templates which educators can fill with their own criteria. An example of such a template can be found on the educational technology centre of Kennesaw State University: <http://edweb.sdsu.edu/triton/july/rubrics/Rubric_Template.html (​http:​/​​/​edweb.sdsu.edu​/​triton​/​july​/​rubrics​/​Rubric_Template.html​)/>

When designing rubrics, three features are of great importance: 
	The rubric has to focus on assessing a stated objective
	The rubric should make use of a range to assess performance
	Levels of specific performance characteristics should be indicated to point out what is the standard degree that should be met.

Designing the Process Sheet:
When designing the process sheet, educators need to flesh out the process and clearly lay out all the instructions. Educatoris should refrain from using colloquial language and phrasal verbs and try to use simple sentence structures. Particularly the process sheet should be comprehensible as this page guides students through the task.Therefore, educators ought to:

	Divide the process into short steps
	Use simple sentence structures
	Use the imperative, such as “go to this website” and “write down five words.”
	Give clear instructions
	Place the sources along with the step they belong to
	Give clear instructions about the size and length of the final product. 
	Refer to the criteria that can be found on the evaluation page

Design the introduction:
The introduction should always aim to grab the attention of the student. This page is the first page will visit. For this reason, the introduction ought to have an appealling layout and give a clear overview about the content of the Webquest. When designing the introduction, instructors should aim to:

	use an attractive layout
	use positive language and be enthusiastic
	use simple sentence structure
	give a clear overview
	be inviting

Design the conclusion: 
The conclusion page is mainly a short page that present students with an overiew of what they have learned by working on the Webquest. It is essential that students reflect on their learning process as motivation to carry on with learning mostly stems from seeing progress. 

Design the teacher sheet:
The teacher page needs to provide educators with basic information about the Quest. It describes: 

	the content of the Webquest
	the target group
	the level of the Webquest
	the duration of the Webquest
5.2 Designing Language Quests: Pitfalls 

Some instructors may reach a deadlock during the design process due to certain obstacles. However, all teaching method have their pitfalls which simply have to be worked around. Instructors frequently experience difficulty with:

-	ensuring the input is i + 1 when students can navigate anywhere
-	integrating the acquisition of vocabulary 
-	the assessment of students’ work 
-	using the target language for instructions

While an instructor may have found websites that are one level above the student’s interlanguage (i + 1), the open nature of Webquests gives students the opportunity to browse on other websites that are not necessarily be i+1. Therefore instructors still have to guide their students and advise them what sources are suitable and help them skim and scan the pages which have a higher level than i +1. For this reason, instructors need to train students in evaluating websites on source, content and level of English. By doing this, students keep away from wesbites of poor quality and will not experience any navigational problems. If teachers want to control what pages their student visits, they should spend more time on finding sources of good quality that are sufficient enough to complete all tasks.
Acquiring Vocabulary is essential when learning a second language. Instructors who want to test students on vocabulary may find this challenging as students will all have acquired different vocabulary. This can be solved by asking students to add a wordlist to their final product with, for example, 30 words they found to be most useful. Students can then be tested on this vocabulary after having completed the Webquest.
Instructors that work with Webquests often find it challenging to assess student’s work. Firstly, tasks are often performed by groups which makes it difficult to figure out what grade each student deserves or, when giving a group grade, whether it is fair to give all students the same grade, as instructors do not always know whether all members have performed the equal amount of work. This can be solved by having students describe what they have learned by doing the Webquest and what activities they were involved in. Students may also be asked to keep a log in which they describe what tasks they have performed each lesson or at home. By also ascribing points to the quality of the log, the student will be obliged to take this seriously. 
























5.3 Designing Language Quests: Tools:

After the WebQuest itself has been designed, the WebQuest will have to take the form of a web page. This is the phase of the design process most instructors get stuck and throw in the towel.
However, the Web offers many tools that facilitate this process. The following tables contain links to multiple webpages that offer software and templates.

Figure 5.1 Help and Advice

Website	Content
<http://tommarch.com/writings/wqdesign.php#design1/>	This is a Webquest by Tom March on the Design process
<http://webquest.sdu.edu/designsteps/index.html/>	This Website by Bernie Dodge offers general information and advice when designing your own Webquest
<http://warrensburg.k12.mo.us/webquest/teacher_quest/>	This is a Webquest by Thomas Carruthers on designing Webquests for educators
<http://webquestmaker.nl/talenquest/talenquest_maken/>	This is a Dutch Website which offers advice, templates and evaluation rubrics. They also offer the information is Dutch.


Figure 5.2 Templates and Webquest makers

Website 	Content
<http://webquest.sdsu.edu/LessonTemplate.html/>	This Website offers a set of multiple templates.
<http://questgarden.com/>	This Webiste offers educators who subscribe server space, templates, advice, step/by/step direction and supporting documents. Educators can also get a 30-day free trail.
<http://projects.edtech.sandi.net/staffdev/tpss99/mywebquest/index.htm/>	This website offers one example of a simple Webquest Template teachers can adapt
<http://educationaltechnology.ca/resources/webquest/templates.php/>	This website offers multiple good-looking templates that can be downloaded that also very in layout and structure.


6.1 My Language Quests:
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